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A Madjuma male yawns while sitting under an Acacia tree 
 
This month I want to start by touching on few things that we as humans make and not realising as a 
mistake. 

What should you do when you see a baby bird on the ground? 

It is hard to resist the urge to rescue. Often people intervene when in fact most chicks should be left 
alone. 



	  

Alone, helpless, small, cold, clumsy and fluffy… We see a flightless chick on the ground in our 
garden, at our rooms at lodges and many of us go weak at the knees. How did it get here? Where 
are its parents? Is it orphaned? Has it fallen from a nest? Is it injured? It is chirping; maybe it is calling 
for help? We are struck by an overpowering urge: I must rescue it… I must do something…  

Stop. Think. Is interfering the best thing to do in this situation? While small actions can, and do, 
make a big difference in conservation, sometimes our willingness to step in can be detrimental - 
especially when our judgement is clouded by “the cute factor”. We might have the best of 
intentions, but taking a chick with you can be a bad thing, it is messing with nature, and can even 
make things worse for the chick. 

Nature is harsh sometimes. One thing to remember is that young birds naturally face tough odds, 
with only thirty per cent of songbirds surviving their first year – but this is a natural strategy in which 
the strongest survive and there are enough resources in the environment for them. And hand-
rearing a bird is not easy. You might think it could lead to an amazing story of care, bonding and 
devotion – and in very rare cases it does – but you could effectively be taking a wild bird as a “pet”, 
and if you eventually re-release it into the wild, the bird has not learned essential survival skills from 
its parents. 

 
 
 
First you must identify whether the chick is visibly injured. It might be clumsy, or even unable to walk 
if it is very young, but that is perfectly natural. In very rare cases, it could be bleeding or has other 
visible trauma, in which case the best thing to do is call a local wildlife rehabilitator. 



	  

 
Know the difference between a “hatchling”, “nestling” and a “fledgling”. If the bird is uninjured, then it 
may well be a fledgling, meaning it has naturally left the nest (fledged) and has short adult-like 
feathers but is still being fed by its parents. It might be sitting on the ground or hopping about, but 
can’t quite fly. However, its parents are probably nearby, collecting food or keeping a watchful eye 
where you cannot see them. Removing a fledgling from the wild reduces its chances of survival. 

If the bird is a hatchling (eyes not yet open) or nestling (eyes open, some downy feathers and/or 
tube-like sheaths), and it is healthy (sometimes parents deliberately eject chicks that are ill or dying 
so they can concentrate on feeding the remaining chicks) then, if you can see an obvious nest that 
it came from, you should put it back. If not, or if the nest has fallen, you should construct a 
makeshift nest by hanging a small porous basket filled with dry grass in a tree and placing the chick 
in there. The parents should then return to care for it. 
 

 
 
In most cases however, people misidentify a fledgling as a nestling in need of support, or will take 
away a nestling when they could be placed in their original nets, or a makeshift one. 
 
I know it is difficult, but you can see that in most cases it is important that you must resist those cute 
calls. 

 



	  

Which animals can we listen to, when out on safari or walking safari to 
help us know that there might be a predator in the area? 
Let’s take a look on some of those alarmists on the bush. 
 
The best way to find the big cats is to look at birds. Or anything else small really. 
 
Sounds silly, I know, but it is when the vehicle is switched off that you have the greatest chance of 
help from nature itself; the alarm calls of the herbivores. 
 
Recognizing the alarm calls of the various animals of Mabula and establishing just how much 
importance to attach to them is in itself a fine art, a skill which is only honed over time after many 
hours spent in the bush. 
 
A general rule of alarm calls is that the smaller the creature is that is sounding the alarm, the less 
reliable it is as an indicator of a big predator’s presence. As a wild animal, you generally aren’t going 
to be too concerned about things that can’t hurt you, which is why if a kudu bull sees a slender 
mongoose scurry by, he won’t be too put out by it. A crested francolin however, a ground-dwelling 
bird, has a lot more to worry about and will definitely give off its warning call upon sighting a 

mongoose. 
 

 



	  

Often no tracks are even necessary. While sitting and bird-watching through binoculars with the 
engine switched off, the nearby bark of a kudu will betray the presence of a predator, and the best 
course of action is to quickly find the kudu itself, see which direction it’s looking in, and almost 
invariably, that will be where the predator is. 
 
There are a whole range of things that birds will alarm at; snakes, mongooses, right the way up the 
scale to lions and leopards. An isolated bird alarm is therefore not too much to get worked up about 
while out in the bush. The real value in bird alarm calls comes when they are heard in conjunction 
with another indication of a large predator in the area. 
 
Say you are following fresh leopard tracks and a francolin starts chuck-chucking up ahead; there is a 
very good chance that it is the leopard that the francolin has seen. 
 

 
Certain bird species do give specific alarm calls, Wahlberg’s eagles for example will give a shrill 
wailing alarm at a leopard, so it is important to know the subtle differences in bird calls. 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

 
Ground birds like this Spurfowl will seek safety in the tree tops if the threat they have seen is 
ground-based. 

Squirrels, like birds, sound the alarm at almost anything, even each other. Their high-pitched 
chattering is a relatively common sound in the bush, but their calls are often a red herring when on 
the trail of a predator. 



	  

 
A squirrel watches for danger from its lookout perch on a Wild Seringa tree. Should it spot a 
potential threat, it will let out a shrill warning cry, while flitting its tail above its head agitatedly.  

 
One advantage to a squirrel’s alarms is that the pitch and cadence changes depending on what the 
squirrel is alarming at. The call they give when an eagle flies over is different to the one they give if 
they see a leopard. The tricky part is actually identifying which type of alarm a squirrel is giving off, 
and this is a skill that takes years in the bush to get right.  
 
Like with the birds, if there are fresh predator tracks heading in the direction of where the squirrel is 
alarming, the likelihood is that it is whatever you are tracking that the squirrel has seen. 



	  

 
Monkey troops almost invariably have a look out posted to scan for danger. 
 
 They hardly bother alarming at lions, since lions don’t represent too much of a threat to them. No 
sane lion is going to try and scale a tree to catch such a small meal as a vervet, so the monkeys tend 
to reserve their real alarming for the leopards (and occasionally cheetah, who, while not really 
posing a threat to them, look enough like leopards to confuse the monkeys). 
 
The problem with monkeys alarming is that although we usually have a very good idea of what it is 
they’ve seen (they do have slightly different calls for other threats, but the leopard alarm is pretty 
clear cut), they are usually assessing the danger from up in the trees, and their eyesight is so 
good that the predator could be far away, and not in the immediate vicinity. 
 



	  

 
 
Being the most successful and often-encountered antelope on Mabula, it is fair to say that impalas 
are the most likely antelope to be encountering the big cats. Their snorting alarm doesn’t travel 
quite as far as the barking of their bigger cousins, the kudu and nyala, so hearing concerted impala 
alarm calls generally means a predator is close. 
 
Two factors count against impalas in the reliability stakes however, one being that they are well-
known to cry wolf. A warthog emerging suddenly from its burrow or a bushbuck creeping partially 
obscured through a nearby thicket is just as likely to raise the alarm, as the impala that sees the 
movement would far rather be safe than sorry, snorting loudly to put the herd on the alert, unsure if 
the movement is something dangerous or not. 
 
The second thing is that the noise given off by impala rams when engaging in battle – whether 
mock or real – can easily be confused with a genuine alarm call, so one has to remain cognizant of 
this, particularly during May/June, which is the height of the rut, and a time in which the rams are 
calling almost 24/7. 
 
Two antelope that favour the riparian vegetation found along watercourses, we are now getting into 
the realms of the very reliable. Although neither are guaranteed to be definite indicators of a 
predator nearby (I have seen Nyala false alarm at impalas, as well as bushbuck males barking at each 
other), both are quite dependable as alarmers. 
 



	  

 
This Nyala bull is engaged in a territorial display; a time in which he is fare more vulnerable to 
predation, as his attention is necessarily on his opponent. 
  
Also, given that their habitat preferences align, it is more often than not a leopard that either of these 
species will have seen if you do happen to hear their distant bark (sounding much like a dog’s).  
 
They will of course alarm at lions and cheetahs, but since leopards are often to be found slinking 
through dense thickets along riverbanks, which is where both nyala and bushbuck are usually 
encountered – it is the spotted cats who are generally the ones who disturb these beautiful 
antelope. 

If the animals that sound the alarm in the bush were a deck of cards, the kudu would be the ace of 
spades. 
 
I have yet to see kudu give off a false alarm, or at least if I have, I have forgotten about it – which is 
unlikely since the incident would definitely be notable. 



	  

 
A magnificent kudu bull wanders off at Modjadji plains. Kudu with their keen senses and loud 
warning barks are sure indicators of the presence of a large predator. 
 
Being one of the largest prey species out there, kudu are clearly not going to be fazed by a bateleur 
eagle soaring above or a band of mongooses in the long grass; I have only ever seen them alarm at 
cheetah, lion and leopard. Their keen eyesight, excellent sense of smell and huge ears all combine 
to give them the edge when it comes to detecting predators, and as indicators go, they occupy the 
top spot on the list. If we hear kudu barking – and it is a loud bark, so we can hear it from far away – 
we know with almost 100% certainty that they have spotted a large predator, and excitement levels 
instantly rise. 
 
The only fault I can find in the alarm bark of a kudu – and I’m having to be really picky here – is that 
it carries so well that by the time we actually get into the area, potentially having driven from a 
couple of kilometers away – the predator may have already moved off! 

 



	  

 
Predators will often pay attention to the alarm calls of other animals. Here a Madjuma dominant 
male looking towards Riaan’s and listening to the distant calls of some impalas. 
 
The above are only a few the alarm-givers we find at Mabula. Among the birds there are many 
different species and calls one can discuss. Black backed jackals gathering in numbers at one point 
not moving away, a sign of present Cheetah kill busy feeding (I’ve never heard them alarm at lion), 
and baboons of course from their tree top sentinel posts kick up a big fuss if they see lions moving 
past. 
 
I guess my main point is that stopping the vehicle, switching off and listening to what the bush is 
trying to tell you is often the best way to find what you’re looking for… 

 



	  

 
What a picture, cloudy conditions often make for successful hunting, These Madjuma lioness had 
spotted a wildebeest on a distant on the eastern side of Riaan’s plain. But they were moving 
through a very thick bushes area, and as night fell we were able to stick with them until they made 
their kill. Thank you for the beautiful image from Mr Jaishanker.  
 

 
We were very lucky to catch up with the pride, they had made their kill closer to 100ha main road, 
it was amazing to hear the growl and fight against each other, this time the hierarchy of who eat 
first didn’t work, all of them were eating at the same time.  



	  

 
Before the carcass finishes the females we chased off by the two males and they were the only 
one remaining of the carcass to feed, what an experience of getting to see that. 
 

 
The Madjuma pride make light work of the wildebeest kill having taken them just an hour to 
completely finish it off, with six hungry lions, it comes as no surprise! Images by Mr Jaishanker. 



	  

Stargazing on Mabula Game Lodge 
 
For centuries, the heavens have been a source of fascination, mystery and wonder. Every civilization 
and culture, throughout history, has not only been fascinated by the night skies, but most have also 
used them as a steadfast and reliable means of navigation. 

Observation of the heavens has profoundly affected humanity in so many ways – and continues to 
do so as our tiny blue planet navigates its way according to the great laws and vast expanses of our 
universe. 

Just imagine what the stars must have looked like in ancient times, when there was no disturbance 
from man-made lighting. The lucky stargazer in those days must have been in awe of the brilliant 
swathes of light and colour moving across the infinite blackness of an endless universe. 

While, for those in the city, this celestial dance has been all but drowned out by high rise buildings 
and hundreds of thousands of street lights, awe-inspiring night skies are still on show for anyone 
willing to make their way into South Africa’s vast bushveld. 

At Mabula Game Lodge, for instance, on crisp, clear nights, the stars will take your breath away as 
they turn the night sky into a kaleidoscopic wonder and connect you, once again, to the ancient 
past and to the earth that gives you life. 
 

 
Safari is not finished without a sunset, view of the sunset from Madjuma road 3 northern fence line, 
standing on top of the deck, looking over the Bushveld savanna towards Rooiberg Mountains.  



	  

 
It seems to me that the natural world is the greatest source of excitement; the greatest source of 
visual beauty; the greatest source of intellectual interest. It is the greatest source of so much in life 
that it makes life worth living 
 
I’d like to take this time to remember a fallen South African hero. Joost van der Westhuizen passed 
away earlier this month at the age of 45. Once South Africa’s most-capped Springbok, record try 
scorer and captain of the national team, Joost won the Rugby World Cup with South Africa in 1995 
and was part of a team that transformed the country in a very difficult period in our history.  
 
He also captained the Blue Bulls to the Currie Cup title in 1998 and 2002 and led the Springboks 
into battle at the World Cup in 1999, retiring at the end of the Rugby World Cup in 2003. He will 
always be remembered for a famous tackle on the great Jonah Lomu and for the pass to Joel 
Stransky that led us to a famous world cup final win over the All Blacks of New Zealand. 
 
I would like to dedicate this month’s Guides news and pictures to a legend, a hero and one of the 
greatest Springbok rugby players to have ever grazed our fields. Long may his memory live on. RIP 
Joost! 
 
That’s all I have for this month. 
 
From Isaiah & Wildlife team 
 
Bushveld Greetings 
 


